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Template Instructions

Introduction

It is highly recommended that you review all of the instructions before
filling out the template submission.

At the time of this writing, the user community for TSRS is still quite
small. Currently, the throwigames.com website sees only a few
downloads per week. In anticipation for an increase in both site traffic
and attention to this new and exciting fantasy roleplaying system, I’ve
developed this handy little rules submission guidelines document.

This template is a Word document. All information should be added
in the text boxes. This document should also open in OpenOffice for
those that do not use Microsoft products.
If you would like to submit multiple ideas with different categories,
please fill out a template for each. If you have a few ideas for the same
game and submission category, you can use a single template.

This document is straightforward and simple; the first half details
instructions on how to fill out the submission template, the second half
is the submission template itself. Why do I need a submission
template you ask? Well, the categorization of the submission helps me
organize it so that it can be found by other players! I’m guessing you
don’t want to waste your time publishing an idea that no one can find
or read.

Step 1: Enter Your Name
Enter your name in the name text box, as you’d like it to appear in the
website and any future printed publications. If you use your full
name, it will be shown that way.

Until the throwigames.com website has an online submission form,
we’ll use this template for general submissions. Note that there is a
separate submission process for adventures.

Step 2: Game Category

It is also possible that some submissions may become part of the TSRS
guidelines, monster or treasure guides. Credit will be given for those
whose ideas make their way in to the core product lines. By
submitting ideas with this template or future website form, you are
authorizing me to use this content on the website or in future TSRS
materials. You also recognize that there is no compensation associated
with this submission (i.e. you won’t be paid by throwigames for this
work).

Step 3: Submission Category

Choose a game category by highlighting the textbox and changing the
format to include a color fill (like circling the answer bubble in an
electronic quiz). Although it is possible for your submission to fit
more than one game category, try to select the best one only.

Choose a category that your submission best fits. Like in Step 2,
highlight the textbox and add a color fill. If more than one submission
category fits, select them both/all.

Step 4: Submission Content

Be sure to fill out the submission template as fully as you can. The
more you give me to work with, the better I can place it for others to
use. And don’t forget the content too!

Use the large text box to add your submission idea. Cut and paste or
type the content of your submission here. If the space provided is not
enough, continue on for as many pages as you need.

Enjoy!

Please note that I have the right to edit your content if necessary. I
likely will not change your idea with respect to mechanics, tables, or
the like, but will edit out most profanity, or fix drastic spelling errors
or syntax so that readers may better understand what you are trying to
say (it is likely that I will contact you with questions to clear up any
confusing content). If you do not like that I may edit your content in
this way, you should probably not submit anything.
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For these submissions, the template is preferred to attachment
documents.
The adventure submission instructions require an
attachment.

What Happens After Submission
After you submit your work, I or one of my trusted play testers will
review the submission and contact you with feedback and/or a
timeline to website posting. As stated above, the submission may be
edited for certain content and/or cleaned up. The submission will be
converted from the original Word or OpenOffice document into a PDF.
The new document will then be added to the user submission section
of the site under the appropriate area for players to see.

Legal and Notice
Copyright © 2012 by Thomas R. Wilson, throwigames.com. All rights
reserved worldwide. May not be copied or distributed without prior
written permission with the exception of personal roleplaying use.

Once submitted, your work becomes the property of throwigames –
however, you will have full credit for the idea.
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Submission Template

Submission Content
Please add your submission content here (or reference an attachment if
necessary). Use additional space as necessary.

Please enter your name (as you’d like it to appear on the website):

Game Category
Choose a game category that best fits your submission.
TSRS Core System Guidelines
TSRS Variant: Western Game
TSRS Variant: Science Fiction Game
TSRS Variant: Espionage Game
TSRS Variant: Horror Game
TSRS Variant: Other

Submission Category
Choose one or more submission categories that best fit.
TSRS General Guidelines
TSRS Combat Guideline
TSRS Magic Guideline
TSRS Difficulty Rating Guideline
TSRS Adventurer Guideline
TSRS Specialization Guideline
TSRS Experience Guideline
TSRS New Monster / Foe
TSRS New Weapon Item
TSRS New Armor Item
TSRS New Treasure Item
TSRS Trap, Puzzle or Lock
TSRS Other Guideline
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